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Minor Dance 

Spontaneous Collective Dance Actions as a Part of a Protest 

Minor Dance


The main purpose of the paper is to introduce the notion of ‘minor dance’ based 

on Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari’s definition of minor literature, where the minor 

category deterritorializes the major, and is political and collective. Directly quoting, 

«The three characteristics of minor literature are the deterritorialization of language, the 

connection of the individual to a political immediacy, and the collective assemblage of 

enunciation.» (Deleuze and Guattari 18) In addition, « […] literature finds itself positively 

charged with the role and function of collective, and even revolutionary, enunciation. It 

is literature that produces an active solidarity in spite of skepticism […]» (17)  Thus, 

deriving from the definition, minor relates to the spirit of protest. 


Simon O’Sullivan considers some contemporary art practices to be minor art 

practices building on Deleuze and Guattari’s notion of ‘minor literature’. O’Sullivan also 

provides some of major-minor couples related to contemporary art practice such as 

modernism as major and post-colonial art practices as minor, and «we might […] think 

about the major media of art, specifically painting, and thus characterize those 

practices as minor which abandoned the canvas (happening, performance, and so on)» 

among other ways of distinguishing what can be major/minor in art. (3)
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In return, minor dance can be defined as dance which is deterritorializing the 

major, political, and collective. Minor dance is a vastly diverse category. While this 

paper examines spontaneous collective dance actions which can be considered an 

essential part of a protest and belong to the ‘minor dance’ category, it doesn’t exhaust 

the category. This paper will examine case studies which took place in Russia in recent 

years. A disclaimer is necessary here. The author has a limited point of view on the 

world and is biased; in each of the subsequent case studies, one of the sides is 

presented with more sympathy. The paper does not offer a complete overview of the 

events; instead, it delivers a particular individual perspective, and aims to distinguish 

and analyze dance components in the case studies presented. 

Dance and Protest


Sidney G. Tarrow declares, «Contentious politics occurs when ordinary people 

— often in alliance with more influential citizens and with changes in public mood — 

join forces in confrontation with elites, authorities, and opponents.» (6) This paper 

considers spontaneous collective dance actions which have a constructive, not 

destructive, goal; protesting against a particular institutional, or municipal, power’s 

decision and the dance actions continue until the protesters' requirements are met. 

According to Tarrow, «Collective action becomes contentious when it is used by people 

who lack regular access to representative institutions, who act in the name of new or 

unaccepted claims, and who behave in ways that fundamentally challenge others or 

authorities.» (7) Therefore, the aforementioned collective dance actions are contentious 

in Tarrow’s terms, and they were parts of two different protests. The protests consist 
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not only of dance actions, but dance played a significant role in them. Though Tarrow 

doesn’t include dance into a repertoire of contentious politics, dance has some in 

common with contention being also relational. The central idea of Tarrow’s «Power in 

Movement» is that the nature of contention is relational, and the book focuses on the 

interactions among divergent actors.


By its definition, dance is an art of organization of bodies and things in time and 

space. Consequently, for a human being, to dance is to navigate yourself in time and 

space either in response to a choreographer’s instructions or based on your own 

decisions real-time or set in advance. Matthew Schafer and Daniela Schiller propose 

that «Neural circuits that track our whereabouts in space and time may also play vital 

roles in determining how we relate to other people.» (31) According to the 

neuroscientists, our brain builds, stores and uses mental maps and «[t]he organization 

of such maps — built on the activity of cells dedicated to tracking both space and time 

— scales in the abstraction of what they represent: from the recognition of another 

individual along the way to even a complex space that denotes social power and 

closeness to others.» (Schafer and Schiller 33) 


Hence, if the same brain cells that are committed to navigation in time and 

space are also devoted to navigation in the social world, then dancing promotes a 

better way of social existence. Let us now look at the following case studies.  
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Case Study #1: «За сквер» / Save the Park: A Protest against a Church 

Construction in the Central Park in Yekaterinburg, Russia 13-20 May 2019


The Moscow Times reported on May 15, 2019, «Thousands of Russians in the 

country’s fourth-largest city of Yekaterinburg have taken to the streets in recent days in 

growing protests against a controversial plan to build a new cathedral in a popular 

riverside park.» Citizens were coming to the construction fence at the park each 

evening and standing there during the whole night while the protest was ignored by the 

city government, which made some attempts at suppression that included physical 

confrontation and «le[d] to dozens of arrests.» (BBC News) After the president made his 

public announcement on the conflict, the situation started to change. Ivan 

Nechepurenko wrote for The New York Times on May 17, 2019, «President Vladimir V. 

Putin of Russia intervened in a bitter dispute in a provincial Russian city that erupted in 

protests this week, calling on the regional authorities to settle the matter peacefully.» It 

resulted in public conversations between city government representatives and 

protesters, and eventually, another place for the church construction was chosen 

through a public referendum.


Why did the park matter for the citizens? Here are some reasons among many 

others that fueled people to defend the park. It is the only little park in the center of 

Yekaterinburg, and the citizens genuinely love it. They did not want to lose their favorite 

rare green area of the city center. Regular citizens were not involved in the decision 

making over the public space, which they saw as belonging to the people. They were 

furious when the land was abruptly moved into the Church’s possession. On top of 

that, when people saw the church’s architectural plan, as said Tatiana Panaioti in her 
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interview, «I found it awful, not beautiful. I was ashamed of the city. It felt like a return to 

the middle ages of some sort.» A lot of people thought it is aesthetically unacceptable. 

Finally, the Russian Orthodox Church has a controversial reputation among the people.


Regarding the particular church construction in Yekaterinburg, it is a long-lasting 

complicated story, «The church has been a source of controversy since plans to build it 

were first announced in 2010.» (BBC News) Dance became a crucial part of the protest 

in May 2019. The park was traditionally a place of gatherings for citizens; where people 

could freely sing and dance. It was a place for street/site performances and art 

festivals. Therefore, based on the park’s traditional use, it was quite natural to embrace 

arts in the protest. Tatiana Panaioti said that the protest provoked contemporary 

performance arts to bloom at the time. She explained that just to stand and wait during 

the continuous protest actions resulted in aggression, so Tatiana, along with others, 

were singing and dancing to lighten up the mood of the rest of the participants. 


The dance component of the protest was entirely invisible; it was not shown on 

television and was not so widely covered online as violent actions. There is one 

independent video made by Anton Bogomolov, which is entitled «Music of Barricades» 

and devoted to dances and songs videoed at the rally on May 15/16. These 

performances can be considered to be an assemblage of segments most of the protest 

time, and there was one uniting performative moment when everyone who gathered at 

the fence lit flashlights to make the regular people literally seen by the elite. The protest 

was characterized as unique because people joined it voluntarily and spontaneously; 

there was no organizer. The same was true in terms of dance; people engaged in 

dance activities by free will. Though some of the participants created performances 
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beforehand and then presented them publicly, most of the dance was improvised or 

instantaneously created on-site.


The dance assemblage can be identified as primarily spontaneous collective 

dance actions, they were an integral part of the contentious activities for saving the 

park in Yekaterinburg, and belong to the minor dance category. It was a 

deterritorialization of major dance forms made for the stage; accordingly, the dance 

was placed on another territory, in public space where the protest happened. The park 

is also located in front of Drama Theater. Theater forms metaphorically came out of 

conventional theater space to the ‘barricades.’ Obviously, the dance was collective and 

political.


The author has lived in Yekaterinburg since 1995 — and is one of the city’s 

residents who currently studies abroad — and had never seen, or heard of, such the 

city citizens solidarity, that people would unite in a significant number to stand for 

something. During the protest, she fiercely envisioned that, when her family arrives in 

Yekaterinburg for the summer break, they will walk through the park. It happened. 

Thousands of, or probably even a million, people had the same dream. The official 

population of the city is around 1,500,000. Stephen Duncombe, in his «Dream: Re-

imagining Progressive Politics in an Age of Fantasy,» appeals to the ability to imagine, 

to the importance of having a shared dream; Duncombe desires to trigger dreaming 

towards the ideas and ethics of progressive politics, «Progressive dreams, to have any 

real political impact, need to become popular dreams.» (174) As shown in this case 

study, people can unite around a concrete idea (to which they can relate and with 
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which they resonate) to save their favorite park. It is more complicated when we talk 

about sustaining political movements and parties.


Simultaneously, the scale of the resonance reflects that the park became a 

boundary object for people who have diverse professions, interests, values, 

backgrounds, incomes; who, in essence, live in different worlds. As defined by Susan 

Leigh Star and James R. Griesemer, «Boundary objects are objects which are both 

plastic enough to adapt to local needs and the constraints of the several parties 

employing them, yet robust enough to maintain a common identity across sites.» (393) 

The park appeared to be the boundary object that was concrete and clear as a target 

to be saved for numerous citizens who inhabit multiple social worlds. Though the 

church construction was part of the conflict, focusing on saving the park set a clear 

aim and gave the protests a positive charge, providing a genuine potential to be 

achieved. Dance amplified the positivity of the goal being a motor of the protest.


The legendary 1963 March on Washington, which was organized by ten civil rights 

organizations, the so-called Big Ten, included a significant number of participants who 

«weren’t official members but wanted a way to take part in the historic 

march.» (Kauffman 52) The events in Yekaterinburg were much smaller in scale than the 

March on Washington for Jobs and Freedom, and much more narrowed in their 

intentions; however, undeniably, for the city, the rally to save the park was a historical 

event which was loud enough to be heard far beyond the city. Tatiana Panaioti said in 

her interview that she proved to her son that civil initiatives could exist in Russia. 

Yekaterinburg citizens who voluntarily and spontaneously joined the protest in 

significant numbers made their opinions matter. «Of course, Putin’s instructions mainly 
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affected the situation. But […] the key moment — the park was saved.» (Tatiana 

Panaioti)


Case Study #2: В поддержку ульяновских курсантов / In Support of 

Ulyanovsk Cadets: A protest against expelling students for posting a 

dance clip in Ulyanovsk, Russia 13 January - 2 February 2018


A group of students from the Ulyanovsk Institute of Civil Aviation created a 

dance clip parody to Benny Benassi techno hit «Satisfaction» in the fall of 2017 and the 

video was posted online on January 13, 2018. Six days later, George Pierpoint, BBC 

News journalist, reported, «The video, showing the cadets in underwear, caps and 

harnesses, has caused controversy in Russia. Russia's Federal Air Transport Agency 

condemned the clip and the local government began an investigation into the cadet's 

"outrageous" behaviour.» The head of the institute made a public announcement that 

the cadets will be expelled from the institution. Consequently, they had to say goodbye 

to their dream of becoming pilots. The dance clip and its creators’ destiny were widely 

discussed across the country as well as outside. Maria Antonova wrote for The New 

York Times on January 24, 2018, «One might have reasonably expected, at this point, a 

sad end for these students: public apologies, expulsions, smears on state TV, even 

prosecutions for distributing gay propaganda. Instead something unexpected 

happened: Young people across the country started making similar videos in support.» 

The vernacular support let the students continue their studies. On February 2, 2018, 

Interfax proclaimed that young people were not expelled for the video, though they 

were reprimanded.
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In fact, a petition was created online under the slogan «Do not expel Ulyanovsk 

cadets» and more than 90,000 people signed it to support the cadets. Most noticeably, 

people defended the young future pilots by creating their own dance clips which 

mimicked the cadets’ clip with “In Support of Ulyanovsk Cadets” in the title of the 

video or in its description. Not only youth, but people of different ages also participated 

in the collective dance actions, and not only Russians; some of the videos were made 

abroad. A substantial influx of dance clips was made by senior citizens, housewives, 

swimmers, biathletes, bikers, horsemen, fitness coaches, actors, students of medicine, 

EMERCOM, and agrarian institutes, among many and many others. The sign of 

people's solidarity was impressive, along with the creativity of people; new clips 

appear online all the time during the weeks of protest.


The dance clips belong to minor dance, and in this case, the major — 

commercial dance clips. They were shot on mainly domestic locations such as dorms; 

swimmers made their video in the swimming pool, horsemen at the horse stable, and 

so on. There was a shift from regular commercial dance clips territory to an irregular 

one as well as the way of presentation was changed, which nevertheless remained 

entertaining, definitely was spectacular, and fun. Again, the dance is obviously 

collective and political. In this protest, clearly dance was what made people speak 

about the issue and dance made vernacular voices heard which in turn made the 

power representatives change their mind. Dance was on the surface of the protest. 


Why did the dance clip invoke such a negative reaction from the power 

representatives in the institution? At least partly, it was because the publication of the 

video in the Net can be considered a public declaration of the hidden transcript. James 
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C. Scott «use[s] the term hidden transcript to characterize discourse that takes place 

‘offstage,’ beyond direct observation by powerholders.» (4) From Soviet time, 

everything related to sex and erotics was taboo. Russian current state government is 

still conservative on this kind of issue, and their position is applied in regions. As a 

result, the publication of an erotic dance clip videoed by subordinates in a dorm, which 

was clearly a safe site of the hidden transcript, provoked a reaction from the dominant 

to suppress, to punish. 


«The development of a thick and resilient hidden transcript is favored by the 

existence of social and cultural barriers between dominant elites and subordinates. It is 

one of the ironies of power relations that the performances required of subordinates 

can become, in the hands of subordinates, a nearly solid wall making the autonomous 

life of the powerless opaque to elites.» (Scott 132) The ordinary dorm life of the air 

cadets was not so publicly seen by their supervisors, nor anyone who doesn’t belong 

to the dorm, until the clip’s publication. The clip made by Ulyanovsk cadets became 

the first public declaration of the hidden transcript, and when an influx of similar clips 

flooded the Internet it turned to be not as scandalous as it appeared at first. It seemed 

like every dorm embraces the discourse, as well as any other conceivable place which 

is ordinarily invisible to powerholders and out of the public eye. The supporting clips 

made Ulyanovsk cadets less ‘guilty’ if not guilty at all.


Deleuze and Guattari distinguish «three element of the machine of writing» in 

Kafka’s work: «The letters and the diabolic pact; the stories and the becoming-animal; 

the novels and the mechanic assemblages.» (40) The dance clips made by citizens 

reminded Kafka’s letters, they were open / public letters to powerholders and they were 
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literally titled «In Support of Ulyanovsk Cadets.» «Kafka evidently did not think of 

publishing his letters; quite the contrary, he thought of destroying everything he 

wrote…» (Deleuze and Guattari 29) Many of the clips supporting the cadets were 

subsequently deleted as well. A wave of vernacular collective dance actions swept 

over the country in the second part of January 2018, presenting in quite creative, or 

even artistic, and certainly savvy way the voice of the people. Besides, a similar clip 

made by British Army Soldiers earlier which somewhat undermined the originality of 

Ulyanovsk students’s dance performance but also provided support that this was 

normal behavior and, as many people claimed online, it was made just for fun. 

Ethical Spectacle


Stephen Duncombe in his book «Dream: Re-imagining Progressive Politics in an 

Age of Fantasy» defined the notion of ‘ethical spectacle.’ Duncombe asserts, «…a 

progressive ethical spectacle will be one that is directly democratic, breaks down 

hierarchies, fosters community, allows for diversity and engages with reality while 

asking what new realities might be possible.» (126) He infers, «I would love to give an 

example of the ideal ethical spectacle […] I can’t. There isn’t one.» (174) In fact, the 

influx of spontaneous collective actions as the one triggered by the scandalous dance 

clip made by air cadets from Ulyanovsk Institute of Civil Aviation incorporates all the 

properties which Duncombe ascribes to the ethical spectacle. Wherefore, his 

description of the notion should be adjusted since it is controversial. For instance, he 

limits the public’s participation to «co-producer and co-director» when, in fact, they can 

be directors and producers themselves. (127) Duncombe discards spontaneity while it 
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allows voluntary engagement and creative freedom. «A participatory spectacle is not a 

spontaneous one; an organizer (or a minister) […] must create a situation in which 

popular participation not only can but must happen…» (Duncombe 129) There is no 

need to plan and control the ethical spectacle, if an idea/ incentive is powerful, people 

will join. This can be a reason why a dream either happens / is realized or not; you can 

neither plan nor control the dream. Stephen Duncombe needs to embrace spontaneity 

and inability to control that corresponds to the nature of his ethical spectacle as well as 

allow participants to be producers and directors themselves to expand openness of his 

concept to make it ethical indeed.


Other Conclusions


When I talked to David Grenke about the case studies, he noted that the primary 

trait of the dance is that it is ‘accessible.’ The audience can get access to the dance 

easily and do not have to pay to see that kind of dance. In the case studies, the dance 

performances at the saving park rally in Yekaterinburg, and dance clips in support of 

Ulyanovsk cadets were freely accessible live and on YouTube correspondingly. 


Also, according to Deleuze and Guattari, art and life converge in minor literature, 

«living and writing, art and life, are opposed only from the point of view of a major 

literature,» so the minor dance produced by people in support of a protest erases the 

edges in between life and art. (41) Susanne Foellmer discusses choreography as a 

medium of protest considering dance performances which occupy public space and 

use everyday life gestures/movements. Foellmer highlights «among other things, the 

distinction between art and the everyday that becomes so blurred» in the 
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performances. (61) Such performances «offer and experiment with different artistic 

forms of protest» that leads to «public awareness.» (Foellmer 68) This kind of work is 

political and might have a deterritorializing nature. The performances were set by 

choreographers and performed by dancers, which excludes regular people from the 

street to join as creators and/or participants.


Elan Marchinko and Rodney Diverlus analyzed Canadian dance companies 

which «open up alternative portals of time and memory through which protest can be 

embodied effectively onstage.» In comparison with the dance which is in the heart of a 

protest, what goal can a staged version serve? Diverlus, who choreographed 

«Blackout,» a performance devoted to the Black Lives Matter movement, «hope[s] their 

stories encourages you to reclaim your power. [He] hope[s] you are moved to move; to 

use your bodies as their own sites of resistance…» This kind of dance work can be 

considered to be a part of the social movement, or might serve as one of the 

movement’s instruments. This is staged by a choreographer and performed by 

dancers, onstage, being the most ‘classical’ model of dance presentation. 


Beth Cassani describes an improvised participatory practice MESH (Vanessa 

Grasse, 2017) which was performed in urban public spaces, «Democratization of 

participation is a significant concern within the work. In each city where the work is 

performed Grasse recruits a group of six or more local community participants (without 

dance training) who join the project.» (78) Cassani «reflect[s] on MESH as a site dance 

practice and a model for socially engaged choreography.» (76) Here, a dance artist, 

who can be called a choreographer, a facilitator/organizer of a movement process by 

definition, Grasse leads the process, and invites potentially everyone to participate in a 
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dancer position which may be quite radical for participants as well as for 

choreographer. 


A progression towards the most radical and open approach in terms of 

participation and creation can be traced as following:


 On stage | dancers under choreographers => 		 	 	 	 	

=> public space | dancers under choreographers => 	 	 	 	 	 	

=> public space | open to everyone for joining as dancers under choreographers => 	

=> public space | open to everyone for joining as dancers and choreographers.


The case studies of spontaneous collective dance actions considered in this 

paper present the most radical, the most open approach to participation and creation. 

Why did the case studies become collective? Why did they reach the critical mass 

necessary to achieve success? Because we are all interconnected as Denise Ferreira 

da Silva proposes, «Why not assume that beyond their physical (bodily and 

geographic) conditions of existence, in their fundamental constitution, at the subatomic 

level, humans exist entangled with everything else (animate and in-animate) in the 

universe.» (64) Right now, we are all confronting the spread of coronavirus (COVID-19), 

which is the clearest, and simultaneously most intimidating, example of the 

entanglement. Just as humans are entangled to the little central park in Yekaterinburg, 

and the young air cadets from Ulyanovsk. As a result, humans were tempted to defend 

the park and the cadets. Likewise, we currently experience the inevitable 

connectedness and global cooperation in handling the disease. «Without separability, 

difference among human groups and between human and nonhuman entities, has very 

limited explanatory purchase and ethical significance.» (Da Silva 65)  As Debord writes, 
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a better world can only be achieved «by that class which is able to effect the 

dissolution of all classes.» (154) That corresponds to da Silva’s ideas of no order and 

no separation, and his concept of “The World as a Plenum.” Perhaps, the current 

pandemic will push the world towards embracing the concept and foster solidarity 

among humans, as we saw in the case studies. 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